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ScoMo Failed His Leadership Test - He won't make the next election
Summary:
At certain times a nation's leader may have to handle a crisis. It is only then that you discover if a
leader is made of the right stuff. Morrison is not a leader. Australia's fire crisis has proven that. Here
we explain how he stuffed up and why he will step down well before the next election.
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The Wizard of Aus – no courage, no brain, no heart
It’s over Scott – you are now officially unelectable. You only get one shot to show if you’re
made of the right stuff – whether you are a real leader or not. You blew it when the country most
needed you. This fire disaster was a once in a lifetime tragedy. The scale of the decimation of our
country dwarfs just about any event in history - in any country. Even wartime continuous aerial
bombardment would not do this type of land damage – not even multiple nuclear explosions. Too
many people have died needlessly – in war and now in Australia’s fire tragedy.
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I have evacuated my family from the fires twice in the last month. I have been so angry and busy
that I couldn’t write anything – this public comment to you will have to do. Now I don’t like being
rude so I really had to wait a while till I cooled down. I am now calm enough to explain exactly why
you are finished in politics.
Getting the top job is only half the battle Scott. Usually that part of the fight for the job involves
plenty of brown-nosing and backstabbing.
If you want to be leader of a country you need to have leadership skills – heart, courage and brains
are also essential. What skills have you brought to the job? You’re a marketer. Your excuses and
justifications for poor judgement and performance are pure marketing claptrap. What has
happened in Australia now is in part due to decades of political failure. Federal, State and local
governments have to work out the right balance that allows the bush and the people to coexist in
harmony and safety. Both major parties are equally responsible – more about that later.
Well you did eventually get the top job and now you are being paid to be the leader. From here
it looks very much like another “fees for no service” scandal. I’ll give you a truth bomb (hope
you can handle the truth) - "You can’t handle the leadership!”
Your first big blunder: A leader doesn’t take a family holiday to Hawaii while his country is burning.
Sure everyone deserves a holiday. A leader would have postponed till his countrymen were out of
danger. No excuses. You failed.

I have contacts in the army and reserves. They were arranging with the chain of command to assist
with any crews – even the reserves – to assist the rescue and recovery effort before you made your
decision to call in the reserves. Why didn’t you call in our military earlier?
Your marketing fluff doesn’t cut it. “The States didn’t ask for help” …..Ahhh Ahh Ah
Fukuuuu – pardon me while I sneeze. I’ve inhaled a lot of smoke in recent weeks.
Our Constitution does have separations regarding Federal and State responsibilities but both major
parties have been ignoring, undermining and attacking our Constitution for decades - the
intent being to limit our freedoms and rights (see link below).
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What a nerve you have to tell us that a bit of paper with some words on it stopped you from calling
in the military. This is a crisis..!! A national emergency..!! A leader would have called it at the
right time and taken the action required promptly and effectively. You could have worried about the
consequences later if a State Premier attacked you for it. There would have been no risk to you
because the people would have backed you to the hilt. You would have been a hero. Failed again
Scott. The climate is changing mate and you will feel the heat till you step down.
Praying for rain also was not a good strategy. The guy in the sky didn’t seem to care how
many live or die.
I hope I’m not being too hard on you. If it makes you feel a bit better your buddy Shorten would have
likely been just as bad. His performance has been widely exposed recently by his own party. Yep another backstabber whose top priorities were the same as yours – self-interest – the party – the
elite.
A great country and this is the choice of leaders the parties gave us. Same as in America – 330
million people and the best the two party dictatorship could come up with were Clinton and
Trump..??!!???
Democracies are being sabotaged and undermined right around the world.
Your priorities are all wrong
What were your other failings?
You could have worked with the States to make sure our firies were well resourced. The nation’s RFS
teams should have the safest, most efficient and most effective trucks and equipment available.
You were too slow to offer assistance to firies. I understand some people want the service to remain
purely voluntary but Blind Freddy can see that people – whether self-employed or not - can’t easily
take weeks off work. No firie should be struggling to pay a mortgage and look after his or her family
while an emergency has resulted in far longer service than is the norm.
You and previous governments could have negotiated arrangements regarding firefighting planes
and other technology. Apart from leasing at the right time it could have been possible to store and
maintain Northern hemisphere resources in Australia when they were not needed in other countries.
In the middle of the crisis you put out a Liberal Party ad with a donation button to the party. Pathetic
..!! That’s what you get when a marketer is pretending to be a leader.
Many years of political farce in Australia have shown that both parties serve the elite. Your number
one goal is to boost GDP regardless if that actually improves people’s lives (see link below). The fire
will add to GDP with rebuilding efforts and of course the government will take a cut with GST, other
charges, fees and taxes. The elite will get their cut too. Business as usual – the country and its
people being fleeced.
Once you step down – and you will sooner or later before the next election - who in your party would
be an effective leader?
Psychopaths Rule
Shockingly some of the fires were deliberately lit by arsonists. These individuals are mentally ill or
have some form of personality disorder. The horrible truth is that way too many of the world’s
“leaders” have similar issues. Psychopaths congregate in positions of power – in politics, business
and notably - banking. The world is ruled by psychopaths that serve the elite. War and chaos is
profitable. The world is burning in all sorts of ways thanks to these characters.
Wasting billions of dollars on all sorts of cockamamie programs, projects and war escapades robs
people and their country.
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Australia is a wealthy country we could have top class infrastructure, health, education and other
services if we weren’t being shafted by the elite and their political henchmen (see link below).
F**k Your Cash Ban Bill
We had no phone, no power, no internet during this tragedy. The few shops and servos that were
open were CASH ONLY. Scott - scrap your cash ban bill. Everyone knows the elite are demanding
it as a stepping stone to a cashless society which will benefit them and threaten our rights and
freedoms.
Thank you
On a more important note I would like to thank all the Rural Fire Service crews working everywhere particularly the crew who saved so much of our town. Also a mammoth effort was put in by the
electricity crews who worked in shocking conditions to get the power back on as soon as possible.
Also thanks to the BRN supporters and warriors that tried to get through to me while I was off the air.
I had the phone back on after we evacuated to Canberra in the middle of the night on Friday. I’ll be
in touch with everyone soon. The main concern over the last week was to keep the kids safe and get
them out.
Let’s hope we see the tail end of this crisis very soon. Our condolences to all who have suffered the
ultimate tragedy.
Link below to help fund the Firies
Websites For More Information: NSW RURAL FIRE SERVICE - Make A Donation
https://quickweb.westpac.com.au/OnlinePaymentServlet
Related Links: The Takedown Of Australia
Australia's Bill of Rights and Responsibilities
The BRN Gross Domestic Well Being Index
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